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Abstract. Three-dimensional (3D) numerical modelling of inverted-T shape reinforced 

concrete (RC) wall subjected to blast load is study in this paper. The walls have the same 

moment resistance with different steel reinforcement arrangements. It is subjected to 13.61 kg 

Trinitrotoluene (TNT) explosive at 1.21 m standoff distance from the centre. The Arbitrary 

Lagrange Euler (ALE) solvers coupling approach is employed for the interface analysis 

between air and structure to simulate the damage mechanism in AUTODYN numerical 

commercial software. The numerical damage indicator indicated, with mesh dependency 

assessment, the damage pattern vs experimental appeared precisely on the steel reinforcement 

grid due to the smaller element size compared to the coarse element used. 
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1. Introduction 

Study on the structure with the capability of withstanding blast load in the construction industry 

around the world became necessary since the last decade due to the September 11, 2001 attacks in 

New York. Besides, since then series of aggressor attacks occurred over the world targeted the civilian 

buildings. This phenomenal lead for a series of blast experimental and numerical studies related to 

structure and its materials. However, blast test is an expensive test to conduct by civilian due to 

equipment for data acquisition, and explosive materials also need permission from the military. Thus, 

constrain for the researcher to use a small panel to ensure that the blast post impact is enough for 

further investigation to develop suitable materials, retrofit methods, new material to protect the 

existing structure and to understand the behaviour of RC subjected to blast load [1-5]. However, there 

still lacks research published regarding the appropriate steel reinforcement arrangement in a complete 

RC wall structure with its base. As published academically are inverted T-shaped RC Wall, L-shaped 

RC wall, RC column-beam connection and RC column for different objective such as performance of 

varying steel reinforcement materials used in RC structure, effectiveness high-strength steel fibres and 

high compressive strength aggregate concrete, dynamic response and damage characteristic and 

influence of width and height of column respectively [6-9]. Besides, from the construction record 

retrieved, although two RC walls subjected to the possibility of blast load from electrical transformer 

explosion, there are variations to place the horizontal steel reinforcement tied-outside same to RC 

shear wall or tied-inside on the vertical steel reinforcement identical to RC retaining wall [10-11]. 
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2. Numerical blast  

The rapid development of the digital computer, with the capacity of performing the complex 

arithmetical operation, has come to rescue, allowing the use of numerical formulations to the process 

of analysis. Here lies the importance of the Finite Element Method (FEM) where expensive 

experimental models, often used in the design of critical structures, are rapidly becoming replaced by 

more parametric studies through computations. With one validated numerical solution against 

experimental work, a parametric study can conduct without another expensive experimental. 

Currently, numerical simulation is an alternative method to replace a costly blast test. For example, 

AUTODYN simulation package can model non-linear dynamic problems that use finite elements (FE), 

finite volume (CFD) and mesh-free particle (SPH) to solve nonlinear dynamic problems of solid, 

fluids, gas and the interaction between them. 

With the capability of current 3D numerical modelling together input from series of experimental and 

numerical studies conducted on the RC subjected to blast load such as small rectangular or square RC 

panel shape [1-5,12-13] and complete RC structure with its base [6-9] the detail 3D numerical study is 

possible. Usually, with one blast impact experimental data available, the numerical research conducted 

for the validation with commercial 3D finite element (FE) numerical simulation packages such as 

ANSYS AUTODYN and ANSYS LS-DYNA. In AUTODYN, a well-developed material subjected to 

blast load such as CONC35MPA and STEEL 4340 assigned for concrete and steel respectively. 

Different erosion limit introduced to approximate the experimental result numerically. Then, with a 

validated numerical model, further numerical parametric studies are considered mainly on the effects 

of charge weight, standoff distance, panel thickness and reinforcement size for further assessment such 

as failure, response and behaviour characteristic [1-2,14-17]. 

3. Numerical blast impact on RC wall 

In the present study, the experimental result of the RC wall structure subjected to a blast load by Yan 

was appraised based on the blast pressure parameter [6]. Figure 1 shows the geometry and section 

detail of the wall. The walls have a cross-sectional dimension of 1829 mm x 1219 mm with a wall 

thickness of 152 mm and 305 mm thickness of footing. Three numerical displacement gauges located 

on the RC wall and the fixed end boundary condition is assigned to the wall base surface, which is in 

accordance with Yan [6].  The modification of the vertical flexural reinforcement placement into the 

wall base from the hooked-out direction on RC-WA to the hooked-in direction is made to get RC-WB. 

On the other hand, the horizontal flexural reinforcement is changed from tied-outside to tied-inside on 

the vertical flexural reinforcement for the RC-WC, as shown in Figure 2. Although the arrangements 

are different, the design moment resistance for each is the same with 167 kNm. 

In the numerical modelling, the RC structure is modelled as Langrange solver. To describe the 

concrete behaviour under blast load, the material model developed by Riedel, Hiermayer and Thoma 

(RHT) adopted [18]. The RHT concrete model is an advanced plasticity model for brittle materials. 

Notably, it is useful for modelling the dynamic loading of concrete. The model includes pressure 

hardening, strain hardening, strain rate hardening, third invariant dependence for compressive and 

tensile meridian as well as damage model for strain softening. This model also employs the p-a 

equation of state to represent the concrete thermodynamic behaviour at high stress. It provides a 

reasonably detailed description of the compaction behaviour at low-stress ranges [19]. While, for steel 

reinforcement, Johnson-Cook (JC) material model was used [20]. This model represents the strength 

behaviour of material subjected to a large strain, high strain rates and high temperature, typically 

metal.  

Three meshed sizes are considered to investigate the mesh dependency and further investigate the 

failure of the RC wall due to blast loading. The RC wall meshed with hexahedral coarse, medium and 

fine mesh respectively. Table 1 shows the mesh size and element detail used for the meshed RC wall. 

In the AUTODYN, the initial detonation of the explosive and blast wave propagation is modelled with 

an axially symmetric wedge shape. The 1 m wedge filled with the calculated charge circle for 13.61 kg 

(30 lbs.) of TNT material model and the remaining region outside the circle is filled with the air 

material. The wedge consists of blast pressure history is created before the application remap function 

in AUTODYN, as it is used to apply the effect of the explosion in 3D model [21]. 
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Figure 1. Setup for the blast in simulation (in mm) 

 

 

   

(a) RC-WA (b) RC-WB (c) RC-WC 

Figure 2. Steel arrangement of reinforced concrete wall (unit in mm) 

 

Table 1. Mesh sizes 

Mesh type Mesh size (mm) No. of element 

Coarse 35 24,073 

Medium 20 160,407 

Fine 10 1,205,524 

4. Blast impact assessment on RC wall 

Figure 3, 4 and 5 show the RC wall after imposed with the blast load. It is found that the back face of 

the wall experienced more visible cracks compared to the front face of the wall as the shock front is 

engaged with a concrete wall and generates compressive stress on the concrete in contact. The 

concrete on the front face of the wall and the shock front is locally subjected to bending as the 

stiffness of the front reinforcement grid suddenly change, potentially causing a concrete crack. It is 

clearly indicated the cracks follow the pattern of the steel reinforcement grid in the reinforced concrete 
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wall. A few more cracks also appear at the lower part of the wall and fewer cracks, particularly at the 

upper part of the wall [6]. 

The effect of different steel reinforcement arrangements in RC-WB and RC-WC was assessed by 

comparing the results with the RC-WA. The hooked-out direction of vertical flexural reinforcement 

placement into the wall base was changed to the hooked- in direction for RC-WB wall. Furthermore, 

the tied-outside of horizontal flexural reinforcement was changed to tied-inside for the RC-WC wall. 

Both of the RC walls were subjected to an equal blast loading of 13.61 kg (30 lbs.) TNT. The TNT 

charge weight used for the case studies was similar to the weight applied on the RC-WA wall as 

reported by Seman [21] the other hand, illustrate the damage indicator for RC-WB and RC-WC wall, 

respectively. It is noticeable that the damage indicator for RC-WB is almost identical to the RC-WA in 

Figure 3 and Figure 4, respectively. Conversely, for the RC-WC in Figure 5, on the front side, the 

vertical damage indicator pattern is rather visible, this indicates the effect of the vertical flexural 

reinforcement placement in the wall tied-outside the horizontal flexural reinforcement. In addition, 

with the steel reinforcement arrangement changed for RC-WC wall, the maximum displacement is 

higher than the RC-WA wall, as shown in Figure 6. However, the resistance is improved for the RC-

WB wall when the direction of vertical flexural reinforcement into the wall base is changed to hooked-

in direction. It is apparent that the maximum displacement for RC-WB is the lowest as compared to 

RC-WA and RC-WC walls, respectively. Figure 7 shows the displacement propagation for RC-WA. 

Therefore, the best arrangement is hooked-in and tied-inside of vertical steel and horizontal steel 

respectively for the RC wall subjected to blast load. 

 

 

Figure 3. Damage indicator for RC-WA 
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Figure 4. Damage indicator for RC-WB 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Damage indicator for RC-WC 
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Figure 6. Displacement time-history at top height displacement gauge 

 

 

Figure 7. Displacement propagation for RC-WA. 

 

5. Conclusion 

The numerical simulation with a coarser element size of 35 mm used to approximate the blast impact 

on the RC wall indicated an acceptable result for the preliminary assessment. The mesh dependency 

assessment indicated the most suitable element size to approximate the crack pattern on the RC wall is 

the fine element size of 10 mm. The damage indicator appeared precisely on the steel reinforcement 

grid due to the smaller element size compared to the coarse element of 35 mm. The numerical 

simulation also implies that the best arrangement is hooked-in and tied-outside of vertical steel and 

horizontal steel, respectively for the RC wall to be subjected to blast loading. However actual blast test 

required to prove this preliminary numerical modelling result. 
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